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FAST TRACK
OGC preparing for the
World Championships
and the Olympics!
Gymnastics Canada operates on the Olympic
cycle, gearing many of its activities toward
having the best possible team results in the
year leading up to and including the Olympics.
That year is now upon us, with Olympic
qualifications starting later this year for the
London Olympic Games in August 2012.
The four Olympic gymnastics disciplines are
Men’s (MAG) and Women’s (WAG) Artistic,
Trampoline, and Rhythmic Gymnastics.
Gymnastics Canada’s goal is to qualify a
team in each discipline.
In the 2008 Olympic cycle, Oakville gymnast Aisha Gerber was on the
short list for Canada’s Olympic WAG team. Ultimately, Canada fell
outside of the top 12 world teams and fielded only two athletes versus a
full team, leaving Aisha out of the Beijing competitors. This cycle,
Oakville has a number of athletes that are under active consideration by
Gymnastics Canada for the World qualifications, and ultimately the
Olympic Games.
Coaches Kelly and Sue Manjak, along with coach and former
Olympian Lorne Bobkin, have built a world class WAG training program
at Oakville. We have the strongest field of senior athletes in Canada, as
evidenced by the recent National Championships where Oakville won 3
of 4 apparatus gold medals, along with strong all-around results.
These girls and their coaches train long hours, often through injuries
and the stress of knowing that they must perform their very best in the
months ahead. Club members who take a few
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minutes to watch our senior and junior girls train are watching
some of the best gymnasts in the world.
While Oakville Gymnastics is a community club with a
mandate to provide recreational gymnastics training to as many
kids as possible, we also have a stated mandate to provide
competitive training to those kids who want to train up to the
limits of their potential. We are lucky to have attracted some
of the best coaches in the country, as evidenced by the National
titles won by athletes in all three of our competitive programs
at the end of May.
I can tell you that Gymnastics Canada is very appreciative
of all our Club is doing to help them qualify solid teams to
World events, including the Olympics. I’m sure that I speak
for our entire club membership in wishing our top athletes and
coaches successful, injury free training heading into this very
important international competition period.
–A$ister Paterson
Chair, OGC
Chair, Gymnastics Canada

Jessica Savona (top and bottom right) captured Gold Medals in floor and beam, Jessica Dowling (middle right) wins the
Canadian Open Championship 16+ decisively, while Jordyn Pedersen (le') defies gravity in her floor routine. Photos by
Grace Chiu and CBC Sports.
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Cory Paterson Secures National Title
Cory Paterson, Oakville’s
lone MAG representative at the
2011 Canadian Championships
in Charlottetown, PEI., more
than made up for our
lack of representation
by bringing home five
gold medals and one
silver.
Competing in the
diﬃcult Tyro High
Performance category,
Cory won Rings, Vault,
Parallel Bars, High Bar
and was first overall. To
balance out his medal
collection, he also
placed second on Floor
and a humbling seventh
on Pommel Horse after
counting a fall on Day 1
(Compulsories).

performance on Day 2. He had
now built up a 3.8 lead
(including his Day 1 deficit)
heading into High Bar.

Cory now moves on to
the Junior category
where he will no longer
have to compete
Compulsories, but will
have to work on
increasing the diﬃculty
of his routines to bring
them up to par with
International Junior
rules.

National Champ, Cory Paterson poses with Coach Greg
Jackson at the Canadian Gymnastics Championships. Photo
by Grace Chiu.

Cory was sitting in
second spot overall
going into his Optional program
on Day 2. With an ideal balance
of high Start Values and good
form, he had the potential to
win if he delivered a solid
performance on all six events.
After a good start on Floor, he
was up on Pommel Horse next.
A solid routine would give him
the confidence and momentum
he needed to relax and perform
his best.

As planned, we reduced the
diﬃculty of his routine to
ensure a relaxed performance
for his final event. It paid oﬀ
even though he almost over
rotated his double layout fullout due to the increased energy
he had at the end of his routine.
Cory had a great day; second on
Floor, first on the other five
events, and over six points
ahead of the field.

You could feel the collective
sigh from Athlete, Parents,
Grandma and Coach after he
stuck his dismount. A solid vault
(Full-twisting Yurechenko) with
a high Start Value for Tyro, gave
Cory a good lead over the
others. Cory rocked Parallel
Bars on Day 1 and further
increased his lead with a solid

Ask any of the younger boys
in the Men's Artistic
Competitive Program at OGC
who they look up to, and
chances are Cory Paterson is
one of them. This should come
as no surprise as this is Cory’s
third National Title after
placing a very respectable
second in his first year of Tyro
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and overcoming a wrist injury at
last year’s Nationals. Cory has
won High Bar every Nationals
since 2008 and, except for his
wrist injury in 2010, has
won Parallel Bars every
year since 2007.
Congratulations Cory!

–Greg Jackson
Men’s Artistic Program
Director.
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A Heartfelt Thank You: Tumbling &
Trampoline Provincial Championships
On behalf of the Oakville Gymnastics Club
Meet Directors & Volunteer Coordinator, we would
like to extend a heartfelt thank you to all the
Committee Heads,
Volunteers and
Sponsors of the 2011
Tumbling & Trampoline
Provincial
Championships.
For those of you
that had the
opportunity to come
out to see the event, or
watch your child
compete, you may not
be aware of the number
of months of
volunteering that go on
behind the scenes prior
to the event. One year
in advance we bid to
host the Meet, and our
potential Committee
Heads were interviewed
and chosen. Bids must
include dates, venue
(including washrooms,
change rooms,
wheelchair access, etc.),
scaled floor plans (with
equipment placed, with
height requirements,
corral areas, fire routes,
etc.), budget,
committee, host hotel,
judge’s
accommodations, etc.
Our Sponsorship Committee headed by Jackie
Patrick, with Stacy Smeets, Samantha Brabender.
John Ng & Christine Ng were knocking on doors
almost a year in advance of the competition
looking for monetary and product donations. Our
Hostesses were planning menus for up to 80 judges
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& coaches, as well as looking for refreshments for
athletes. For the past few Meets our Scoring Head
had to learn new scoring programs and train at
competitions
throughout the season
in order to ensure
proper scoring of
athletes at our Meet.
Our Program Director,
Don Holmes, spent
months helping with
ongoing technical
questions from the time
of the Bid until the end
of the competition
itself.
It was great honour to
be able to host such a
spectacular event with
volunteers such as
yourselves. This year we
had many new faces on
our committee, and we
would like to praise
each and every one of
you for your hard work,
dedication and
determination. Thank
you to Lynn Wepf,
Carrie Fletcher,
Stephanie Lee, Jackie
Patrick, Mike Paris,
Carrie Merner, Jennifer
Santo, Sandra Witcher
Dowling, Sarah & John
McGarr, Marika Jordaan,
Karen Pan, Joel Fraser, Gary Mark, Ellen Dowling,
Ameena Savona & Randy Pedersen. Also a special
thanks to Marjo Johne for her wonderful tribute to
Deanna Di Clemente & Niki Lavoie for organizing
and running our Medical Team.
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued +om previous page)

Our heartfelt gratitude goes out to our
many sponsors for their generous financial and/
or product donations. It is through their
generosity that the athletes were able to
showcase their talent and athletic ability.
EPSON, Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited, COBS
Bread Foxcreek Plaza, Fresh Squeezed Ideas,
HARRIESCO, Tandet Nationalease, Town of
Oakville, Triple Flip, Vistek Ltd., Blue Leaf,
Coca Cola Refreshments, Joseph E. Sardella,
CA, CPA, Dundas Valley Orthotics,
Entripy.com, Erin Mills Acura, Fern Hill School,
Glen Abbey Sports Therapy & Massage Clinic,
Montfort Mediterranean Cuisine, Nabob,
Patrick PhotoGraphic, SupperWorks,
Sweatman Law Firm, Tassimo, Lamontagne
Fundraising, Live Well Health and Healing
Centre, Oxford Learning Centre, Steeplejack,
Whole Foods Market Oakville, Booster Juice,
Kellogg’s, Monastery Bakery & Delicatessen,
Panago Pizza, That Pie Place & The Olive
Press. Thank you!
To all the athletes, thank you for your
dedication to the sport; it is because of your
dedication, hours of training, and love of the
sport that we worked together to provide a safe
competition where we hope you achieved your
goals, fulfilled your dreams, and had FUN!
—Cathy Brasil, Lisa Doran & Sonya Davison
OGC Meet Directors
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The OGC 2011 athletes’ group photo. For prints, contact PatrickPhotographic@cogeco.ca
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Sabrina Gill named 2011 Canadian
Athlete of the Year
Sabrina Gill was awarded the Canadian Junior
Athlete of the year at the Canadian National
Championships. This award is for the most medals
won in domestic and international competitions by
a Junior National Team
member!

and Gold medal winners. Sabrina added a Silver in
the All Around, and Gold Medals in Vault and
Uneven bars!

Attending the Pacific
Rim Championships in
Australia representing Team
Canada was an amazing
experience for her
competing against some of
the best gymnasts in the
world for the first time!!
Next up was the Canada
Winter Games in Halifax
where Sabrina helped Team
Ontario win the Gold and
also picked up Gold medals
in the All Around, Uneven
bars and Beam!!
Gymnix International in
March saw Sabrina
representing Team Canada
again in the Junior
International Cup and with
her excellent performance,
Canada emerged champions

In her final International
competition of the season,
Wild Rose International,
Sabrina was called upon to
represent Canada as a
Senior!!!! Competing
against teams from China,
Australia, Belgium, Great
Britain and Wales, Team
Canada was able to beat
China to the Gold Medal in
an exciting team
competition. In the All
Around Sabrina earned a
bronze medal above
members of the Chinese
and Australian teams that
have previously competed at
World Championships!!
Incredible!!

Sabrina is a very dedicated
and hard working gymnast
and she has been rewarded
this past year with some
Sabrina at the Canadian National Championships. excellent results!! We are
confident that Sabrina will
Photo by Grace Chiu.
continue to work hard every
day and are excited about
the prospects for her future!
During the recent Canadian National
Championships broadcast, commentator Kyle
Shewfelt said that she is the future of Canadian
Gymnastics!! Nice endorsement from someone
who knows what it takes to make it on the world
stage!!
–Susan Manjak
Women’s Artistic Program Director

Sabrina with Chinese team members at the Wild Rose International.
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Meet the Gymnast: Elise Bolger
to the gym for our 4 hour training from 3-7.
After training I go home to eat supper, and do
homework. On Mondays and Thursdays our
family likes to watch House and
Greys Anatomy.
What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?
In my spare time I enjoy doing crafts,
spending time with my family and friends,
swimming in my pool (summer), and playing
on my Wii. Baking is also something I love
to do. I also really like to compete in running
races. Last summer I ran a 10K and hope to
run some more races this summer.
What makes gymnastics different from other sports?

How old were you when you started gymnastics?
I was 3 years old when I first started in
recreational. I came with my mom to watch
my older sister. I didn't last long in the
program because I got kicked out for jumping
into the pit head first (several times). Laurie
Chambers then worked with me to get me
into the competitive program and my mom
says that Laurie had me whipped into shape
in no time.
Can you describe for us your daily routine?
I wake up at 6:00 and leave my house at 6:30
to get to training for 7:00. I then go to
school from 9:00-2:45. After school, I return

Something that makes gymnastics different is
that you can learn new tricks. This tends to
keep gymnasts interested because every year
your routine is different and you can even
change it during the competition season. Our
short term goals are always changing because
there is always a new skill that we see
someone else doing that we want to try especially with all of the talent in our gym!
Learning new skills is my absolute
favourite thing about gymnastics!
What do you think are the necessary qualities for a
high performance gymnast?
Being a high performance gymnast is very
different than being a regular kid. You must
be dedicated, focused, and determined. Good
sleeping and eating habits as well as good
grades are necessary to achieve goals. We
sacrifice a lot for gymnastics but the benefits
are very rewarding.
What has been your proudest moment so far in
gymnastics?
I have been proud of many of my
achievements in gymnastics, but my proudest
(Continued on next page)
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moment so far was when I made the
Canadian Team in 2009.
You were selected to represent Ontario at the Canada
Winter Games this year. Can you briefly describe
what that was like?
This meet was definitely the most exiting
meet I have ever competed in. Since I was 6
years old, all I have wanted to do is go to the
Olympics. Canada Games literally felt like I
was at the Olympic Games! The best part
was opening ceremonies when we walked
into the arena and waved our Ontario flags!
Being on a team is such a fantastic
experience! I learned a lot about team spirit
and what it means to compete as a team. The
Ontario Gymnastics team won the first gold
metal out of all our Ontario teams which
made us very proud!
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What are your main goals?
At the moment my main goal is to stay on the
Canadian team. It is an honour to compete
for Canada and I wish to do so in the future.
How do you prepare for competition?
Everybody does something different to
prepare for competition. The night before, I
go to bed really early (usually get at least 12
hours of sleep) so I have full energy on the
day of the meet. On the day of the meet, I
like to relax and do non gym related activities
such as crafts, long walks, etc. I do this to
lower my stress level and to prepare for an
amazing meet.
What has been your favourite competition besides
CWG?
My favourite competition other than Canada
Winter Games was Gymnix and Wild Rose. I
really enjoyed these meets because again I
got the chance to compete for Canada (on a
team) and I also got to meet some amazing
gymnasts from other countries (England,
Russia, Belgium, Mexico, Australia, and
China).
What motivates you when you are having a bad day?
When I am having a bad day I try to think
about what my role models (Nastia Liukin,
Shawn Johnson, and Christine Lee) would do
in that situation. I also think about what I am
training for and my goals! I also turn to my
teammates and coaches for support. They are
always there for me.
What is your favourite event and your least favourite?
I like them all. I think I would have to say
that I like floor the best right now because I
just learned a new skill! My least favourite
right now is bars because the one skill I
thought would be ready for Nationals wasn't.
That is why this sport is so challenging but
fun at the same time!

Elise at the Canadian National Championships. Photo by
Grace Chiu
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Tell us something funny about yourself?
I like anything squishy!! We used to collect
sticky tak from the gym during training!
What advice would you give a young gymnast just
starting out?
I would tell him or her to create goals every
day and follow their heart to achieve them as
best as they can.
–Interview by Ann Bolger

TUMBLING PROGRAM SAYS GOODBYE TO COACH KELSEY BRASIL
The Tumbling Program would like to say best of luck to Kelsey Brasil who will be
leaving our staﬀ at the end of August to attend university in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Kelsey will be studying Architecture at Dalhousie University. We would like to thank
her for her many years of coaching in the tumbling program, first as a CIT and then as
a Developmental Coach. Her talents will be missed.
–Don Holmes & Niki Lavoie
Power Tumbling Program Directors

Fall recreational program registration has begun
• The Fall term runs from September 10th to December 16th.
• Visit the Oakville Gymnastics Club website for the latest information on upcoming events,
competitive program blogs and links to interesting sites. www.oakvillegym.com
• Remember to check out the Lost & Found table in the lower lobby to retrieve missing and
forgotten items.
• The gymnasium is available for birthday parties, team-building and private conditioning
sessions. Contact the office for more details.
Email: info@oakvillegym.com or telephone 905.847.7747
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Meet the Gymnast: Connie Robinson
What have been your biggest accomplishments so far
in the sport?
My biggest accomplishments are getting a
gold medal at the Provincial Championships
and the Easterns this year.
Describe a typical training session?
Probably 30 minutes warm up, 30 minutes of
tumbling on the strip, 15 minutes on fast track
and 15 minutes on tramp - oh and another 30
minutes of conditioning.
How do your teammates at OGC play a role in your
success?
Sometimes their technique gives me ideas on
how to improve my passes and it’s good to
have friends to play with at meets.
If you could perform any pass, what would it be?
I would love to perform whip full, whip,
whip, double layout, spring, whip, whip,
double back.
Who are your role models?

When did you begin tumbling and what attracted you
to the sport?
I started tumbling when I was five after I
came to the OGC for a birthday party and
ended up trying my first hurdle round-off for
Don. It was a good fit for me as I never stood
still and was always jumping.
How many hours a week do you train?
I currently train 10 hours over 4 days.
What are your short and long term goals in tumbling?
My short term goal is to do a double whip in
my passes and long term I’d like to get to the
World Age Group championships one day.

My role models are my coaches because they
have taught me everything I know, and the
National Level Tumblers because they do
amazing passes.
What do you like to do when you aren't training or in
school?
Other than tumbling and school, I play with
my friends, watch movies and listen to music.
Also, I love theme parks.
What has been your biggest obstacle in the sport?
My biggest obstacle has been being really
nervous at competitions.
What are you thinking just before you begin your final
pass at a competition?
Before I begin, I imagine all my skills and
hope I do well. I also hope for a stuck
landing.

(Continued on next page)
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Tell us something funny about
yourself?
I can pull really weird faces.
What skill or pass are you
currently working on?
My passes at the moment are
whip, 3 springs, layout and
whip, 5 springs, full. I’m also
working on my double full.
What advice do you have for a
younger athlete just beginning
to compete?
I would say always keep your
head in on your back
handsprings.
–Interview by Ann Bolger
Connie captures the Gold Medal at the 2011 T&T Provincial Women’s C Championships.

Meet the Gymnast: Kyle Farnsworth
How old were you when you started gymnastics?
I was 4 almost 5 when I started recreational
gymnastics.
What did you like most about the sport when you
started and what makes you come to the gym
everyday now?
When I first started gymnastics, the thing I
liked the most was climbing around on the
equipment. The thing that makes me keep
coming to the gym now is the fact that gym
has become a part of my life. It's who I am; I
can't imagine what I would do without gym.
Mens gymnastics has six events. Do you have a
favourite?
My favourite event is high bar and my
favourite skill at the moment is straddle cut.
Can you describe what your typical day looks like?
My average day starts at 7:30 with breakfast
and some T.V. Then I take the bus to school
Kyle displays some of his recent hardware including a$around honours in the Provincial 2, 10-12-year-old division.
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for 9:00. My Mom picks me up from school
20 minutes early so that she can have me to
gym for 4:00. I live 45-55 minutes away from
the gym so we spend lots of time driving. I'm
in gym until 8:00
so I don't get
home until around
9:00. I have a
quick snack, go to
bed and then start
all over again.
What has been your
biggest accomplishment to
date?
My biggest
accomplishment
was winning the
Provincial
Championships
this year.
With your busy schedule,
I'm sure you don't have
much spare time. What do
you like to do to unwind
and relax?
I like to sleep, eat,
and play video
games.
What has been your
biggest adversity in the
sport?
Luckily, I haven't
had to deal with
any adversity in
gym.
What is your favourite meal before competition?
My competitions have mostly all been first
thing in the morning so I usually would get
Mom to make me bacon, eggs, toast and milk.
Who is your role model and why?
My role models are Kyle Shewfelt because he
was an amazing gymnast who won the only
gold medal that a Canadian gymnast has ever
won, and Cory Paterson because I get to see
him work hard in the gym every day and he is
just awesome.
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What are your gymnastics goals for the future?
My gymnastic goals for the future are to first
become a member of the National team and
then eventually go to the Olympics.
Is there a new skill or skills that you are working on?
One of the skills I'm
working on right now is
a double-back full out
off the high bar.
What special qualities
do you think a high
performance gymnast
needs?
I think a high
performance gymnast
would need, flexibility,
strength, dedication,
and lots of patience.
What have you learned
from being a high
performance gymnast?
The thing I've learned
most is patience. When
learning a new move it
takes time and patience,
you can't just expect to
learn it in one day.
What's the funniest
thing you've ever done
in the sport?
The funniest thing I
ever did in gymnastics
was when I was in precomp and I was at a
competition standing in
between the p-bars. I bowed to the judges and
banged my head on the bar. It didn't hurt too
bad but all my friends got a good laugh.
What advice would you give a young gymnast just
entering the sport?
I would say "respect your coach, try your
hardest and have fun".
–Interview by Ann Bolger
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Women’s Program Update
Congratulations to all
competitive girl's for an
amazing season. It was
a long one!!! Oakville's
girls showed great
results at the
Provincial
Championships, Elite
Ontario, and just
recently at the
National
Championships in
P.E.I. While the
girl's brought home many
ribbons and medals, Sabrina Gill won "athlete of
the year", and coaches Kelly and Susan Manjak and
Lorne Bobkin were given the prestigious award of
"coaches of the year" all awarded by Gymnastics
Canada!

where World Championships will be in September.
Sabrina Gill and Bianca Jordaan have traveled to
Puerto Rico on July 5th to compete for Canada.
Oakville has two athletes who will have the honour
to compete for other countries. These girls share a
dual citizenship and therefore have a unique
opportunity: Silvia Colussi-Pelaez will compete for
Spain this summer, and Jessica Dowling will attend
the Netherlands National Championships. GoodLuck to all these girls, Oakville will be cheering for
you!!!

With these great results, the following athletes
have been assigned International Competitions
over the summer months. Jessica Savona has
traveled to Japan June 23rd to compete in a "test
event". This meet will be held in the same venue

The Woman's Program wishes all the families a
wonderful and safe summer. We look forward to a
continued wonderful year!!!

As this competitive season comes to an end, all
the girls are excited to be learning new skills and
are looking forward to summer training. We will be
welcoming back to the program Coach Ashley
Sportun. We are thrilled to have Ashley back and
have missed her enthusiasm and friendly face
around the gym. Ashley's dedication and passion
for gymnastics is such an asset and hard to find.

–Susan Manjak
Women’s Artistic Program Director

OGC’s Jessica Dowling qualifies for
Dutch World’s Selection Squad
Oakville Gymnastics’ Jessica Dowling placed 4th AA at the Dutch National Championships in June, and
took bronze on bars. Following the competition, Dowling
was named to the 11-member selection squad for the
upcoming World Championships in Tokyo, Japan. She
plans to stay in Holland to train over the summer. In her
spare time she will continue her coursework via distance
learning.
The Canadian selection process for World Championships
required participation at last year's Elite Canada, a meet
that Dowling was unable to compete due to injury. The
Dowlings then turned to the Dutch Federation. By virtue
of her Dutch-born mother, Jessica is a dual-citizen.
—+om Gymn.ca News blog
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Men’s Program Update
Provincial Championships

around. Oliver Ralph finished fourth All-around and
placed second on Rings and third on both Floor and
The Men's Program
Pommel Horse.
qualified 14 boys to this
year's Provincial
In Level 3 (10 – 12) category, Nathan Bollinger
Championships. We
placed fifth All-around and won Floor, Pommel
had boys competing
Horse and Vault and placed second on Rings.
from Level 1 all the way
Andrew Sheehan went home with one medal of
to Tyro HP. The boys
each colour, placing first on Parallel Bars, second on
performed very well
Rings and third on Floor. Steven Woolley placed
overall and despite
seventh All-around.
some experience
Tyro HP National Team member Cory Paterson
building mistakes,
qualified for the Nationals with a first place finish
they came away with
overall and a Gold on all but Floor where he placed
their fair share of souvenirs.
second.
In the Level 1 (under 10) category, Stefan Van
The boys brought home a total of 15 Gold, 9
Niekirk finished seventh on Vault.
Silver and 7 Bronze medals. Congratulations on a
In Level 1 (10 - 12) category, Jacob Kamerman
great Season!
finished second All-around out of 30 boys; he also
Gym Energy Invitational
placed second on Rings
Meet
and Parallel Bars, and
The Oakville boys
third on Floor and
competed at the
Pommel Horse. Spencer
Gymnastics Energy
Johne was fifth on
Annual Invitational meet
Parallel Bars and eighth
on June 4th. There were
on Rings.
many positive comments
In the Level 2 (under
from coaches and
10) category, Aidan Chin
parents about how well
finished fourth Allbehaved the boys were
around and brought
and that their
home Gold on Rings,
presentation before,
Silver on Floor and
during and after their
Bronze on High Bar.
routines was excellent.
Max Perrier finished fifth
Additionally, our
All-around and is the
Coach Jason Haid with Mens Artistic Interclub and
Oakville boys brought
High Bar Provincial
Developmental athletes before an invitational meet.
home many medals and
Champion. Logan
ribbons with them.
Pederson finished a
Congratulations to all the boys for your athletic
respectable eighth on High Bar out of 24 boys.
performances and for representing our club with
In Level 2 (10 - 12) category, Kyle Farnsworth
class.
kept his winning streak going by placing first AllInvitational meets give our Demo gymnasts an
around for the fourth time this Season and earned
opportunity to learn routines and to show off their
his first Provincial Championship title. He also won
skills in front of the judges. It is also a great learning
Rings and placed second on High Bar and third on
experience for their potential future in gymnastics
Parallel Bars. Kieran Bryne is the Provincial
Champion on Pommel Horse and placed eighth All(Continued on next page)
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competitions. The Demo gymnasts (typically under
8 years old) are not scored or ranked, but here are
some results from the Interclub and Provincial Level
competitions.
In Level 1 (8A) category, Rory Jordan brought
home Gold on Parallel Bars. Despite great
performances, Jack Saveli and Lew Lin were just shy
of getting medals. Jack placed fifth on High Bar and
Parallel Bars. Lew placed sixth on Parallel Bars,
Vault, and Pommel.
In Level 1 (8B) category, Graeme Mansey
brought home a Bronze on Vault and High Bar.
In Level 1 (9) category, Dylan Membrere had an
outstanding performance coming first All-around,
with a Gold on Parallel Bars and High Bar, Silver on
Vault and Rings, and Bronze on Floor and Pommel.
Liam Fedak was third All-around, with Gold on
Vault and Pommel, Silver on Floor and High Bar (T),
and a Bronze on Rings. Jason Youssah showed some
solid routines placing fourth on Floor, Vault and
High Bar.
In the Level 1 (10+) category, Andrew Solimen
tied for fourth place on Floor and Parallel Bars.
In Level 2 (8-9) category, Logan Brown was third
All-around, with Gold on Floor and Vault, Silver on
High Bar and Pommel. Matthew Sharpe was fourth
All-around, with Gold on Parallel Bars, Silver on
Vault (T) and Floor, and Bronze on Pommel. Ben
Bollinger brought home Silver on Vault (T) and
Parallel Bars (T), while Nathan Viera snagged a
Bronze on Rings, Vault, and Parallel Bars.
In Level 2 (10-11) category, Nathan Spies was
second All-around with Gold on Pommel and
Parallel Bars, and Silver on High Bar and Rings.
Ireneo Membrere was third All-around, with Gold
on High Bar, Silver on Parallel Bars (T), and Bronze
on Floor and Pommel. Evan Smeets secured the
Gold on Vault, Silver on Parallel Bars (T), and
Bronze on Rings. Ethan Enright brought home
Silver on Rings (T), and Bronze on Parallel Bars (T).
In Level 5 (8) category, Stefan Van Nierkerk had
a great performance placing first All-around with
Gold on Rings, Vault, and High Bar, and Silver on
Parallel Bars, and Bronze on Pommel.
In Level 5 (10+) category, Jacob Kamerman was
second All-around, with a Gold on Parallel Bars (T),
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High Bar (T), and Silver on Rings (T), and Vault(T),
and Silver on Pommel. Spencer Johne, won Gold on
Vault (T), and Pommel (T), and Silver on Parallel
Bars (T), and Bronze on Rings.
Thank you to Nathan Bollinger and Alison
Fraser for helping out at the competition.
Placements for 2011 / 2012

It's important to understand the difference
between the Competitive programs and the
Recreational program. In short, the Recreational
program is much like a house league program and
the Competitive program is like a Rep league.
In the Competitive program, your son makes
the Team due to their own abilities. Yes, it costs you
money, but these are training fees required to cover
the cost of your son being coached by professional,
highly certified and very experienced coaches. You
have not paid for a spot on the Team. The
Competitive Program is an annual program and you
are billed for an entire Season (July to June) of
training and not for a set number of classes. While
we do our best to minimize cancellations, they do
occur and it is not always possible for us to
reschedule due to ongoing training.
In the Recreation Program, you have paid for a
spot in the group and you have a set number of
classes depending on the semester. Any cancellations
are made up at the end of the session.
In the Men's Competitive program, the boys are
placed according to a number of factors; attendance,
skill acquisition, age, etc. If your son's attendance
has been poor, we will not move them up to a group
that requires even more time commitment. If your
son is having difficulty acquiring skills at this time,
we will place them in a group that allows for that
extra time so that they may continue their
participation and enjoyment of gymnastics.
We have two streams within our Men's Program;
Interclub and Provincial / National. The Interclub
Program allows us to accommodate those who have
started a little later than the norm and need a little
extra time to adjust, those who wish to continue
with other competitive sports and those that have
limited time, for various reasons, to commit to
gymnastics at this time. These boys will compete at
Invitational competition throughout the Season.
(Continued on next page)
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The Provincial / National Program is demanding
in both time commitment and skill acquisition.
Regular attendance is crucial in order to maximize
the time required to increase strength, flexibility,
arial sense, skill preparation and acquisition. This
program places high demands on the gymnast's skill
set and their artistic performance. This is the Rep
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program in gymnastics. If you make the Team, you
must work hard to keep your spot on the Team and
to move higher within the competitive stream.
These boys represent the club at Provincial
Qualifiers, Provincial Championships, Eastern
Championships, National Championships, and at
International competitions.
–Greg Jackson
Men’s Artistic Program Director

GOLD RUSH FOR NATIONAL TUMBLERS IN PEI

L-R: Dezember Treleaven National Bronze Women’s Novice 15 +, Savannah Wepf National GOLD Women’s Novice 11 -14, Luke
Mackinnon National GOLD Men’s Novice 15 + (read more about our successes in the Power Tumbling Update on page 18).
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Recreation Program Update
This is the time of year
as a Director that I like
to show my
appreciation for the
coaches we have that
are going away to
university or college.
As we do every year
there are far too many
to point out, however
I would like to take
this opportunity to
say thank you to you
all.
This year however I would like to point to one
coach who has been with us for over 14 years and is
our longest standing member at the club. This
would be Adam Kassam. Adam started with us at
the age of 4 as a recreational athlete where he first
fell in love with the sport of gymnastics. Adam
admits he spent much of the first year practicing
his cartwheels and was quickly put into the Pre
Competitive program at the age of 5 years old.
Adam eventually competed at the Provincial level
and moved up the ranks and finished oﬀ his career
as a Level 4 provincial athlete where he finished
2nd overall with many individual event medals.
Adam feels that gymnastics was very beneficial to
his overall sporting career and will always remain
his favourite sport. Not many people know that
Adam did continue his athletic career and was part
of the under 18 National Soccer team and equates

this success to his physical training which he
received in gymnastics. At the age of 15 Adam
started coaching Recreational Gymnastics and has
been a staple in our program for the last 4 years.
We will miss Adam, however we are all very excited
that Adam will be continuing his academic
endeavours at Dalhousie University where he will
be studying Kinesiology.
As the Recreational Director I have to mention
that not only are we excited about the changes we
made to the summer camps, and the almost
overnight success we have had with them, but also
that we have made even more changes that we
know the children will love. We are continuing
with our themed weeks, swimming on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, outings on Wednesdays and now
will be adding Minute to Win it Mondays. This
will give all the kids the chance to play games and
compete against other groups where no matter
what, everyone is a winner. Not only are these
games fun for all but also a great way for us to
teach kids about sportsmanship and team building.
Lastly Fall registration is now open. As always
September classes are our most popular and fill
fast. Our online registration is open and all who
use it will receive reminders of future registration
periods through email.
I hope all of you have a great summer
–Kyle Charbonneau
Recreation Program Director

Online Registration Now Available
The Oakville Gymnastics Club is now pleased to offer the
convenience of online registration for all recreational
programming through the link button on the main website.
Visit www.oakvillegym.com to access our new and userfriendly registration system.
SUMMER 2011
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Power Tumbling Program Update
The OGC Tumbling
Program is having one of
its most successful seasons
ever.
Provincial Championships

The OGC delivered a
very successful Ontario
Trampoline & Tumbling
Provincial
Championships at the
end of April, and our
tumblers were able to take
advantage of being able to compete on home turf.
With athletes in almost every tumbling category
our club secured an unprecedented 8 provincial
Champions. What is really impressive about the 8
championship titles is that they come from all
levels and age divisions.
Our youngest Champion was Connie Robinson
in the under 10 Level C Women’s category. Valeria
Granda captured the gold in the 13/14 year old
Women’s B category with Erik Poalsek taking the
gold in the 15 years and over Men’s B category.
The OGC’s strength really showed in the
National levels with 5 golden tumblers. Savannah
Wepf grabbed the title of Provincial Champion in
the 11 to 14 year old Women’s Novice division.
Luke Mackinnon and Dakota Treleaven captured
the 15 and Over Novice categories. Michael Chaves
and Jonathan Meehan delivered the highest level
tumbling at the competition taking the Youth and
Senior Men’s tumbling titles.
The OGC also captured 6 silver (Kezia Allen,
Novice 11-14, Jack McGarr, Novice 15+, Steven
Tucker Provincial A, Kiana Ng, Provincial B 15+,
Connor Salmon, Provincial C 12-, Abi Youngberg,
Provincial C 11-12), and 3 bronze (Jamie Patrick,
Provincial A, Mackenzie Dodd, Provincial B 14-,
and Keegan Merner, Provincial D).
Overall OGC was the most successful tumbling
club in the Province. Congratulations to the
athletes and their coaches.

Top row: Connie Robinson, Erik Polasek, Savannah Wepf,
Michael Chaves, bottom row: Luke Mackinnon, Dakota
Treleaven, Valeria Granda, Jonathan Meehan
Eastern Canadian Championships

Wolfville, Nova Scotia played host to the 2011
Eastern Canadian Championships for Trampoline
& Tumbling the week after the OGC hosted the
Ontario Championships. With eight athletes
qualified to attend, the OGC tumblers joined the
rest of team Ontario for a very wet and grey
Eastern Championship.
Despite the weather the Ontario Team
captured gold in almost every level of tumbling.
Connor Salmon came from
behind to take the C level
12 and Under Men’s
tumbling title and Connie
Robinson grabbed another
title in the C level 12 and
under Women’s division.
Additionally, Emma Chau
(C 12 & Under Women)
and Steven Tucker (A
Men) grabbed silver
medals and Mackenzie
Dodd (B Men) and Jamie
Patrick (A Men) grabbed bronze medals. Naomi
Smith was part of the designated Ontario team of
four and captured a gold medal as part of the team
(Continued on next page)
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along with Emma Chau. All in all, 6 of 8 tumblers
secured medals. Valeria Granda (B Women) and
Erik Polasek (B Men) came away empty handed
despite their strong tumbling performances.
Congratulations to these 8 tumblers on
representing the Province of Ontario and being the
best in the East. Competitions like this really
prepare the athletes for events like National
Championships so that by the
time they reach the National
level they are mentally prepared
for the rigours of a week of
intense competition. Thanks
again to the parents that traveled
with the team, for all their
assistance and support during the
Eastern Canadian
Championships.
National Championships

The 2011 Canadian
Gymnastics Championships
combined the worlds of Artistic
Gymnastics and Trampoline &
Tumbling. The OGC tumblers
captured a record of three
National titles. Some familiar
faces got the goods, but under
much more diﬃcult
circumstances with great
tumblers from BC, Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Quebec
coming to the championships.
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Jonathan Meehan made a successful jump to
the Senior Elite category this year capturing a silver
medal at Elite Canada in March and again at the
National Championships in PEI. Jonathan came
from fourth place to steal the silver from Quebec’s
Vincent Lavoie. Alberta’s Alex Seifert is the
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reigning and multiple time senior champion who’s
tumbling is world class and hard to beat. Jonathan
is vying for a spot on the Canadian Men’s Senior
Team for the World Championships coming up this
fall in Birmingham, England.
Dezember Treleaven grabbed a bronze medal in
the Novice 15 and over Women’s division - her first
medal of the year. Dezember’s sister Dakota
Treleaven also participated in this division but was
out of the medals after taking gold all year. Lauren
Rotolo who was last year’s
Canada Cup Champion in this
division also had to go home
empty handed. Despite hopes of
a one, two, three sweep in the
Novice 15 and over division, it
was not to be, but with the depth
in the OGC tumbling team there
is always the Canada Cup in July.
Jack McGarr has definitely set
his sights on the Canada Cup
after his medal hopes slipped
through his fingers taking a fall in
the final round of Novice 15 and
Over Men’s tumbling.

Michael Chaves National GOLD Men’s Youth

Savannah Wepf in her first year of tumbling
captured National Gold in the Novice 11 to 14 years
Women’s category. Luke Mackinnon successfully
defended his 2010 National title as Canadian
Champion in the Novice 15 and over men’s
division. Michael Chaves snagged the Youth title
accomplishing the same feet that Jonathan Meehan
did in the previous year.
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Jonathan Meehan, Michael
Chaves and Savannah Wepf were
all selected to be part of the
raucous team competition where
the Ontario girls grabbed another
gold and the men had to settle
for a silver after being edged out
by the strong Alberta men’s

tumbling team.
A special Congratulations to Savannah Wepf,
Luke Mackinnon and Michael Chaves for achieving
the qualification standard set by Gymnastics
Canada to attend the 2011 World Age Group
Championships for Trampoline and Tumbling to be
held the week after World Championships in
Birmingham, England this fall. Congratulations to
the OGC Tumbling program athletes for putting in
such a strong performance at the 2011 National
Championships.
–Don Holmes & Niki Lavoie
Power Tumbling Program Directors
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Acrobatic Program Update
The OGC is one of Ontario’s leading Acrobatic
Gymnastics Clubs. We took a small group of three
pairs to a small Acrobatic Gymnastics competition
in Baltimore, Maryland in order to provide our
athletes with the opportunity to compete for the
first time. Though the competition was a small
regional meet, it gave our club the opportunity to
see how an Acro competition is run. In the
2011/2012 season Gymnastics Ontario will be
oﬀering its first Acrobatic Gymnastics
competitions and the OGC is poised to lead the
way. All three pairs took home gold at the
Baltimore, Maryland Competition:

l-r: Don Holmes (coach). Cory Marsh & Jamie Patrick
(Level 7 Men’s Pair), Isabel Cummings and Kelsey Horn
(Level 5 Women’s Pair) and Steven Tucker and Tessa
Chiricosta (Level 6 Mixed Pair).
Acro Gala Performance
The Acrobatic Gymnastics Program hosted a
year end Acrobatic Gymnastics Gala Performance
for Gymnastics Ontario on May 14th. The evening
included acrobatic gymnastics routines from the
OGC’s athletes as well as acro dance, tumbling and

SUMMER 2011

artistic
gymnastics.
Thanks to all of
the performers
and volunteers
for making the
Gala a huge
success. The
grand finale was
a group acro
routine
including over
20 acrobats from
the OGC who
performed to
Michael
Jackson’s
Thriller.
Congratulations to the OGC on hosting such a
great evening of entertainment.

Group performance +om Acro Gala (Thri$er by Michael
Jackson hence a$ the Zombies)
For more information about the OGC
Acrobatic Gymnastics program, please feel free to
check out the blog at http://
ogcacrobaticgymnastics.blogspot.com/
–Don Holmes
Acrobatic Gymnastics Program Director
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Food Preparation Methods
How do you prepare your meals? Do you bake,
broil, boil, steam, pressure cook, slow cook, BBQ,
microwave, fry or sauté? Some of these are better
than others. Let’s see if you know which ones.
‘Cooked food is dead food.’
Microwave – please never use one of these.
The microwave is a nice way of saying you use
radiation to cook your food and we know radiation
is linked to cancer. Microwaved foods are
denatured – in other words, their molecular
structure is altered and the body no longer
recognizes it. Feed your plants microwaved water
and see how long they live...On a side note,
microwaves make excellent storage cabinets.
Sautéing is an excellent option; as long as it’s
done quickly and foods aren’t over cooked and
maintain their
bright color. As an
additional note, try
not to add oils until
the end. Oils are
very sensitive to
heat, light and air,
becoming rancid
and toxic when
exposed to any of
these 3 items. If
you must use oils,
the most stable
options are
coconut,
macadamia, olive
oil and butter.
When buying any
oils, look for organic, cold pressed, dark bottles.
Store them in the fridge immediately after opening
and use them within a month. Frying (closely
related to sautéing), uses much more oil…
remember what I said about oils…they become
‘trans fats’ which are more damaging to the body
than saturated fats. No oﬀense intended, but never
deep fry (or fry for that matter).
Steaming is another excellent option.
Nutrients are kept intact when foods are kept
separate from the water using a steaming basket.
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Pay close attention as veggies are quick to
overcook! Please don’t boil vegetables in a pot full
of water as all the nutrients will be lost.
Slow cooking is a good option as foods are
cooked at a lower heat which helps to preserve
nutrients. Pressure cooking on the other hand uses
very high heat. It certainly makes food tender, but
won’t do a body good.
Undercooking meat can cause a variety of
illnesses, but overcooking can be just as bad. For
instance, charred meat from barbecuing or grilling
tastes great, but creates cancer causing chemical
compounds (say that one ten times fast). The same
seems to be true when frying!
Baking is a better option. The now popular
silicone bake pans are quite handy, but there’s
something about
heated rubber and
plastic that makes
me think twice
about ever using
them. The same
goes for all that
non-stick
cookware (I was
guilty of using
them too!). Think
for a moment…pet
birds are not
supposed to be in
the kitchen when
they’re being
used…because it
can be lethal for
them. Find out more from the book called “Slow
Death by Rubber Duck”.
There are more great food preparation options
available. Feel free to ask me more about
dehydrating, juicing, blending or ‘raw food
cooking’!
–Christine Ng is a Registered Holistic Nutritionist &

A$ergist, and tumbling program parent. She can be
reached at 905-825-3528
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Clinic Corner: Concussions
SYMPTOMS:

Concussions are a very hot topic in the media
recently. A concussion describes an injury that
occurs to the brain that results from a significant
impact to the head. The injury does not have to be
traumatic and can also be from back and or chest
(trunk) trauma. It is the temporary loss of normal
brain function. Concussions can cause both shortterm and long term eﬀects.
CAUSES OF A CONCUSSION:

Any significant blunt force trauma to the head
can cause a concussion. Examples include: fall,
motor vehicle accidents, or being struck on the
head with an object. When a person suﬀers from a
head injury, the brain can move
around inside the skull and even
bang into it. This can lead to
bruising of the brain, tearing of
blood vessels and injury to nerves.
CLASSES OF CONCUSSION:

Simple Concussion: involves an
injury in which the patient
experiences symptoms that get
better in 7-10 days.
Complex Concussions: involves
symptoms lasting longer than 7-10
days. A person will be diagnosed as
having a complex concussion if: 1)
they lose consciousness at the time of injury; 2)
they have a seizure at the time of the head injury;
3) if the person has had a concussion before, no
matter how much time has passed since the last
injury.

Presence of any of the following signs and
symptoms may suggest a concussion:
★Loss of consciousness(
★Seizure or convulsion
★Amnesia
★Headache
★“Pressure in head”
★Neck pain
★Nausea or vomiting
★Dizziness(
★Blurred vision
★Balance problems
★Sensitivity to light
★Sensitivity to noise
★Feeling slowed down
★Feeling like ‘in a fog’
★‘Don’t feel right’
★Diﬃculty concentrating
★Diﬃculty remembering
★Fatigue or low energy
★Confusion
★Drowsiness
★More emotional
★Irritability
★Sadness
★Nervousness or anxiety
★Nose bleeds
TREATMENT:

Most people who suﬀer from
concussions recover just fine with
the appropriate attention and
treatment. The individual must
take time to heal before they
return to activity because if they
haven’t healed properly and they
suﬀer from another head injury (even if it is with
less impact), the results can be serious. It is advised
that anyone who has suﬀered from a concussion
(Continued on next page)
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should not return to
full activity until they
have had an equal
number of days
symptom free as they
had with symptoms.
For example: if your
concussion symptoms
have been present for
5 days, you should wait
to return to full
activity until you have
had 5 days of being
symptom-free. Start
back to activity slowly
and build back to full
activity. If symptoms
return with increased activity, it means you need
more time to heal! Concussions will heal by
themselves, with time.
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Athletes suspected of having concussion should
be removed from competition or training
immediately and be evaluated medically with
automatic 24 hours bed rest.
If in doubt as to whether or not you or your
child has suﬀered from a concussion, always err on
the side of caution and seek medical advice!
Anyone in the community can take advantage
of the clinic’s services and referrals are not
necessary. Contact the Oakville Gymnastics Club
main oﬃce for further information or to make an
appointment (905) 847-7747
CLINIC HOURS:
Monday to Friday!
Saturday !
Sunday !

9am to 9pm
9am to 4pm
9am to 7pm

—John Smyth, B.A., M.Sc., Dip S.I.T., D.A.

Double trouble: siblings Sydney (3rd place floor) and Taylor Davison
(4th AA) High Performance Novice for Ontario Provincials in
Womens Artistic Gymnastics.

Jamie Patrick and Cory Marsh performing one of their
balance elements at the Skyview Acrobatic Gymnastics
Competition in Maryland, USA.
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Jessica Savona (far right) was on the bronze medal Canadian team at
the Japan Cup in early July.
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Fast Track Editorial Team
Daryl Ralph - Publisher
Heidi Rampersad - Copy Editor
Gary Mark - Designer/Editor
Ann Bolger - Writer/Reporter
Noreen Teo - Writer/Reporter
C Level Athletes at T&T Provincials at Glen Abbey. –Don Holmes photo

Thanks to our OGC Sponsors and Partners for their Support
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